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Section Review
The Big idea!
The structure of DNA, the molecule of heredity, enables the molecule to copy itself. ;.

® ~rederzck Griffith’s experiments showed that genetic material transformed cells.
~ Martha Chase and Alfred Hershey proved that DNA is the genetic material of cells.

PART A Complete Table 1 by writing the results of Frederick Griffith’s experiments in the
second column.

Live strain S bacteria injected into mouse

Live strain R bacteria injected into mouse

Dead strain S. bacteria injected into mouse

Dead strain S bacteria + live strain R bacteria
injected into mouse

PART B

1. What bacterium was used by Griffith in his experiments?

2. How did the two types of bacteria used by Griffith differ?

3. Describe each of Griffith’s four experiments.

What did Griffith conclude from his experiment?
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What important question remained unanswered by,Griffith’s e_xperiments?

DATE

6. Explain th!,~’contribution of Oswald Avery to modern genetics.

PART C Complete Table 2 by writing the results of Chase and H~rshey’s experiments in the
second column.

Table 2 Chase and Hershey’s Experln~ents

Phage with radioactive protein infects bacteria

Phage with radioactive DNA infects bacteria

PART D

1. ao What type of virus did Chase and Hershey use in their experiments?

Why did they chose this type of virus?

2. What did Chase and Hershey discover at the end of their experiments?

What conclusion was reached as a result of the work of Chase and Hershey?’
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CLASS ...... DAT~

DNA Structure and Replication

Section Review

Thei~l~ig Idea!
The’ ~truCture of DNA, the molecule of here~, enables ~e mole~e to copy itself.

~ DNA is composed of nucleo~des ~d is shaped l~e a double hel~.
* A nucleo~de has ~ee pa~s: a sugar, a p~osphate, ~d a ni~ogenous base.
~ Bases always ~o~ complementaw b~e pNrs: adenine bin~s ~ ~ine, and ~osine

bonds ~
, Complement~ base pa~ng enables DNA to replicate, o~ capy i~elL

W~rds
adenine ~a~ne ~osine th~ine double hel~ replication

~ ~ Complete the following s~and ofi DNA ~ placing the le~er of the co~ect ni~ogenous base
on the line prodded. Use A ~or Ad~ine, T for th~ine, C ~or ~tosine, and G ~or ~anine.

~. -A

4. -G

5. -T

~. -A

~. -G

~. -T

~. -T

~: -G

~. -A

~. -C

2. What contributions to the understanding of DNA were made by Rosalind Franklin?

What are the three components of a nucleotide?
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NAME CLASS DATE

4. How are adenine and guanine different from thymine and cytosine?

5. F.xplain how the double-helix model became the accepted structure of DNA.

Explain the three main steps in the process of DNA replication.

PART C Match the scientist in Column B with his or her contribution to genetics described in
Column A.

explored genetic material with mouse
experiments

modeled the DNA molecule as two
chains of sugar-phosphate groups
running parallel to each and
connected by "rungs" of paired
nitrogenous bases

used X-ray crystallography to
investigate the chemical structure
of DNA

4.determined that DNA is most likely
the genetic material

confirmed that DNA is the genetic
material

{ound that the amount of adenine
is always equal to the amount of
thymine and the amount of guazfine
is always equal to the amount of
cytosine in a DNA molecule

COLUI~N E

a. Oswald Avery.

b. Frederick Griffith

¢. Chase ’and Hershey

d. Edwin Chargaff

e. Maurice Wilklns and RosalindFranklin

f. Watson and Crick
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Changes in Chromosomes

Section Review
The Big Idea?
Changes in DNA can cause changes in phenotype. "

Concepts
~ A change t~i’an organism’s DNA zs a mutation. A mutation can be benefidal, but it is

usually ha ¢rn~ful to or has no effect on the organism.
¯ Four .types of chromosomaI mutation are deletion, duplication, translocation, and

inversion.
, Two kinds of gene mutation, or change in base sequence, are frameshift mutation and

point mutation.

Words
mutation deletion
point mutation

duplication translocation inversion ~rameshift mutation

PART A Match each term in Column B with its description in Column A. Place the letter of the
correct term on the line provided.

COLUMN A COLUMN B

changes in genetic material that
involve all or pazt of chromosomes

occurs when a chromosome breaks
and a piece of the chromosome is lost

a. ffameshifr mutation

b. deletion

¢. inversion

B, occurs when a chromosome receives
an extra piece from its partner

4.occurs when a chromosome or piece
of a chromosome attaches to a
chromosome in a different pair

fragTnent of a chromosome that
attaches itself in reverse order

d. point mutation

e. chromosome mutations

f. duplication

92 translocation

6. mutation that occurs in only one
nucleotide

7. the de]et~on or addition of nudeotides
that disrupts codons

PART B

1. Describe the two main categories of mutations.
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(b) For the same DNA template strand, determine the mRNA sequence and the corresponding am, ino acid sequence.
NOTE: Use the mRNA-amino acid table below tO determine the sequence of amino .acids.

r
DNA Replication

Template strand

(T A C~C C A A T G G A C T C C C A T T A T G C C C G T G A A A.T C)

DNA

DNA

Transcripti°nI~~

mRNA ~

Con~pJementary strand

STOPSTART Protein Synthesiscdde code

~¢ C P, ~ T G G A C T C CC P, T T A T G C C C G T G A A~J~

Amino
acids

rnRNA - Amino Acid Table
"" qow to read the table

~e table on the right is used to ’decode’ the
genetic code as a sequence of amino acids
in a P01ypeptide chain, from a given mRNA
Sequence. The amino acid names are
~how0 as three letter abbreviations(eg. Ser
= serine).-To work out which amino acid is
COded for by a codon (3 bases in the
mRNA), carry out the following steps:

1. Look for the first letter of the codon in the
row on the left hand side of the table.

2. Look for the column that intersects the
same row from above that matches the
Second base.

3. Locate the third base in the codon by
looking along the row on the right hand
Side that matches your codon,

-~’U A G
UUU Phe
UUC Pno
UUA Leu
UUG Leu

EXample: GAU codes for Asp (asparagine)

2. (a) State the mRNA START and STOP codons:

C
I UCU Set

UCC Set
UCA Se"
UCG Set

CUU Leu CCU Pro CAU H~S , CGU Arg
CUC Leu CCC Pro CAC H=s CGC Arg

(b) Describe the function of the START and STOP codons in e mRNA sequence:



DATE

¯ From Genotype to Phenotype

The Big Idea,~
Genes are sequences of DNA bases that can be translated into proteins or parts of proteins
when they !i~e activated. ~" "
Concepts ~"

Protein synthesis occurs in two stages: transcription and translation.
Transcription is the process by which information is copied from DNA into a strand of
messenger RNA (mRNA).
Translation is the process by which the information from nucleic acids is coded for amino
acids.
mRNA splicing occurs between transcription and translation in eukaryotes.

Words
protein synthesis    RNA    transcription    translation    introns    exons    codon antic0don

PART A Match each term in Column B with its description in Column A. Place the letter of the
correct term on the l{ne provided.

COLt]IVtN A COLUMN 13

1. process of manufacturing proteins

carries coded instructions for protein
synthesis

makes up the ribosome with other
proteins

a. messenger RNA

I~. transcription

¢. codon

d. ribosomal RNA

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

section of thxee bases in tRNA that
code for an amino add

sequence of three bases in tRNA that
tomplement an RNA codon

brings amino acids to the ribosome in
the correct order to build new .proteins

transfer of information from DNA
to RNA

sequence of genes that are not part of
a code for a protein

short sequence of DNA that codes for
a protein

e. transferKNA

f. intron

S. exon

h. protein synthesis

|o anGcodon
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Murkier’4, am of [~Jndamental importance t# inhe~, the
m~:~lu’donat~ process an~ a whole host of debilitabng genetic
diseases. They can be caused by a number of unrelated
processes. Single gene mutations, cause a~terations in the
specific base sequences of the DNA, Othem work a~t a toucan
larger sca.te, ca.using pieces of chromosome to be moved or IosL

Single Gene Mutations

occur in the copying process. This can result in and an insertion mutahon. The latter ~wo often cause a malor

Norrmal DNA

nlRNA

Acids

rnRNA

Mutartt DNA

mRNA

Mutant DNA

Acids

Chromosome Mutations
Duhng meiosis (cell division for making gametes), chromosomes can break

be classified into four types:

Deletion: A break may occur at one or two points on the chromosome and
the middle piece of the chromosome fans out The iwo en~s may ~hen
rejoin to form a chromosome deficient m some genes Alternatwely, the
end of a.chromo½ome may break of~ and is lost.

Inversion: The middle piece of the chromosome falls out and rotates
through 1605 and then reloins. There is no loss ol genehc matenat The
genes will be in a reverse order for this segment of the chromosome

small chromosome (black) are not homologous. A piece of one

Some will receive extra genes, while some will be deficient,

Deletion



-D
-E
~M
-N

2. 1.

Translocation.~

H Inversion.~

Chromosomal Alterations

0 Gene A 0 Gene F 0 Gene K

0 eerie B 0 Gene e 0 Gene L

0 Gene C 0 Gene H 0 Gene M

0 Gene D 0 Gene I 0 Gene N

0 Gene E 0 Gene J
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E E

Deletion~

~D
~E
~F
~G

H A H

2. 1. 2.

Translocation.~

nvers on                cn

~A
~B

~D
~E
~F
~G

Duplication~

Chromosomal Alterations

Q Gene A C) Gene F C) Gene K

C) Gene B (~ Gene G (~ Gene L

C) Gene C C) Gene H C) Gene M

(~ Gene D C) Gene I (~ Gene N

C) Gene E C) Gene J
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